National Warranty
Repair Order ________________
Date_______________________
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This warranty certificate assures the repairs to which you and “St. Matthews Imports” agreed upon have been completed. We guarantee
the work performed by “SMI Collision” as long as the vehicle remains under present ownership. Items on the repair order not performed
by SMI (ex: sublet work or sublet labor) are subject to the guarantee of those suppliers. This warranty shall only apply if the defects
occur under normal driving conditions and not where any vehicle has been subjected to accidents, negligence, abuse, or misuse.
Specifically excluded from this warranty is rust coming through metal, and scratches and gravel marks acquired from driving conditions.
Rust appearing from inside out on panels other than new replacement panels is excluded. Specific additional stipulations are below.
SMI Collision national warranty: to initiate a warranty claim please contact St. Matthews Imports or SMI Collision at 502-896-3340 or
502-426-0226. St. Matthews Import Service and SMI Collision reserve the right to determine who will perform warranty repairs.
Repairs performed without review and approval will not be paid. Within 150 miles of SMI Collision we may choose to pick up, repair
and deliver the vehicle, and deliver vehicle to the customer; or allow the customer to choose from a list of qualified repair shops in their
area for inspection and repairs. Outside of 150 miles from SMI Collision, SMI Collision will identify repair centers within driving
distance of the vehicle to allow the customer to choose from a list of qualified repair centers.
Metalwork: SMI Collision provides a warranty against defective workmanship, to include welding and the application of materials
utilized in making collision repairs, against cracking, flaking, pitting, or deteriorations so long as the vehicle shall remain under the
present ownership. SMI Collision will at our option repair and/or repaint any metal work warranted.
Painting, stripes and decals: SMI Collision provides a warranty on painting, related priming, and painting work against solvent
blistering, peeling, hazing, and excessive defects which are not caused by extreme environmental conditions to which the vehicle may
be exposed, as long as the vehicle remains under present ownership. SMI Collision will at our option re-prime, re-paint, or re-decal
the specific section of the vehicle warranted. Paint warranty is valid only when paint is applied over original factory finishes that are
free from defect.
Mechanical Repairs: SMI Collision provides 12 month or 12,000 mile, whichever occurs first, warranty on all mechanical repairs
pertaining directly to the original collision damage, excluding suspension, air conditioning, or other electrical assembly components.
SMI Collision will at our option re-repair any mechanical assembly or component warranted.
Parts: Parts and materials are subject to the guarantee of the supplier. We will assist you in handling any claim under the suppliers
guarantee. We guarantee that used or aftermarket parts were not used without authorization from you as noted on the repair order.
Specifically excluded are incidental costs, such as towing fees, car rental, travel expenses, or assemblies and components, which are
not specifically covered by this warranty, nor are consequential damages such as damage to other assemblies and components resulting
from a defective part or installation of such part installed or repaired during the repair included in this warranty. SMI Collision, at our
discretion, repairs painted urethane bumpers.
This warranty shall not be varied, supplemented, or interpreted by any prior course dealings. This warranty shall be null and void if the
repair is altered, adjusted, or tampered with by any person not authorized by SMI Collision. This warranty is not transferrable and valid
only through SMI Collision. Warranty is void unless accompanied by an itemized bill.

St. Matthews
4164 Westport Rd.
Louisville, KY 40207
502-896-3340

Springhurst
11400 Westport Rd.
Louisville, KY 40241
502-426-0226

